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Deepen	  understanding	  of	  mathema2cal	  
structure.	  	  
You	  will	  know	  your	  learning	  is	  on	  track	  if	  you	  can:	  
•  Describe	  how	  you	  or	  a	  colleague	  was	  thinking	  
structurally	  while	  connec2ng	  representa2ons	  

	  
	  

Goal # 1 



Learn	  the	  Instruc2onal	  Rou2ne,	  Connec5ng	  
Representa5ons.	  
You	  will	  know	  your	  learning	  is	  on	  track	  if	  you	  can:	  

• Ar2culate	  the	  flow	  of	  the	  instruc2onal	  rou2ne	  
• Describe	  how	  the	  rou2ne	  provides	  on-‐ramps	  
and	  con2nued	  support	  for	  all	  learners	  to	  ‘think	  
like	  mathema2cians’	  

	  
	  

Goal # 2 



Agenda 

§  Opening Goals and Agenda 
§  A bit of background: Structural Thinking 
§  Connecting Representations Instructional 

Routine Deep Dive (x2) 

§  How does Connecting Representations support 
ALL learners?  

§  Tasks to sit at the center of Connecting 
Representations 

§  Resources and Questions 



Routines	  for	  Reasoning	  



Structural Thinking (MP7) 

Attend to… 
 

Organization  
and  

Properties  of 
Number and Space 

Ask Yourself… 
•  How can I chunk this 

to  make sense of it? 
•  How can I change the 

form  to make it easier 
to work  with? 

•  Can I connect this to 
something else I know? 

•  How can I use 
properties to  uncover 
structure? 



•  Chunk complicated objects 
•  Change the form of objects 
•  Connect math ideas & representations 
•  Recall and use properties, rules of 

operations and geometric relationships 

Put into Action 



Connecting 
Representations 

An Instructional Routine to Develop  
ALL Students’ Structural Thinking 

www.fosteringmathpractices.com 
Routines for Reasoning 
Kelemanik, Lucenta, & Creighton 



10 Routines for Reasoning 
Kelemanik, Lucenta, & Creighton 

	  



Connecting Representations 

WHAT: Match visuals to expressions by 
chunking, changing the form, 
and connecting to math you 
know 

WHY: To “think like mathematicians”,  
to use mathematical structure to 
match two different 
representations. 



Connecting Representations 

Think Make 
connections 

Share & 
study 

connections 

Reflect 
on 

learning 

Create 
representation 



Ask yourself… 
 
§ What part of the visual will help me 

connect to a chunk of the expression?  

§ What about the expression will help me 
connect to the visual? 

Think 



Make Connections 

“I saw… so I connected...”    “... connects to ...  because...” 



We noticed… so we ... 
We knew... so we... 

They noticed… so they ... 
They knew... so they... 

          Share & Study Connections 



 THINK   
 
Ask yourself… 

§  “What do you notice about this expression?”  
§   “How can you chunk this expression into 

pieces you can describe?”  

Create a Representation 



 Pair 
  

§  Share your interpretations of the expression.  
§  Together create a matching visual 

representation. 
 

Create a Representation 



 Share  
 
They noticed… so they… 
 
When they saw…it made them think of… so they… 

Create a Representation 



  
A. When interpreting an expression / visual, I 

learned to pay attention to… 

B. When connecting representations, I learned to 
ask myself… 

 
C. A new mathematical connection I made was… 

Meta-Reflection 



MP7 in Connecting Representations  

§  MP7 Goal  
§  To learn to “think like a mathematician” by connecting two things 

that look nothing alike at all, but represent the same underlying 
structure. 

§  Task selection that invites structural thinking 
§  Questions that orient attention to structure  

§  What are the pieces of the visual and how do they connect to the 
rule?  

§  How can you make sense of those pieces? 
§  What do those operations imply?  

§  Meta-cognitive reflection focused on structure 
§  I noticed…..so, I looked for…. 
§  ____ reminded me of ____ 



Connecting Representations 

WHAT: Match graphs to words by 
chunking, changing the form, 
and connecting to math you 
know 

WHY: To “think like mathematicians”,  
to use mathematical structure to 
match two different 
representations. 



Connecting Representations 

Think Make 
connections 

Share & 
study 

connections 

Reflect 
on 

learning 

Create 
representation 



Ask yourself… 
 
§ What chunk of the graph will help me 

connect to the words that describe it?  

§ What about the words will help me 
connect to the graph? 

Think 



Make Connections 

“I saw… so I connected...”    “... connects to ...  because...” 



We noticed… so we ... 
We knew... so we... 

They noticed… so they ... 
They knew... so they... 

          Share & Study Connections 



 THINK   
 
Ask yourself… 

§  “What do you notice about this segment of the 
graph?”  

§   “How can you connect this segment of the 
graph to what you already know about the 
situation?”  

Create a Representation 



 Pair 
  

§  Share your interpretations of the graph.  
§  Together write a matching verbal description. 
 

Create a Representation 



 Share  
 
They noticed… so they… 
 
When they saw…it made them think of… so they… 

Create a Representation 



  
A. When interpreting a graph, I learned to pay 

attention to… 

B. When connecting representations, I learned to 
ask myself… 

 
C. A new mathematical connection I made is… 

Meta-Reflection 



Reflect on CR Instructional Routine 

How does/can the 
Connecting 
Representations 
instructional routine 
provide access and 
support for SWLD to 
develop the math 
practices? 
 



Baked-In Supports for Students with 
Learning Disabilities within  
Connecting Representations 

• Provide multiple passes at articulating the underlying structure between 
representations using the Four Rs. 
 
• Reference sentence frames and starters to prompt students to articulate 
observations that sparked the structural thinking and that can be applied again in 
other math problems. 
 
• Use annotation to make structural connections explicit for students and to 
provide visual residue of the mathematical discussions. 
 
• Choose representations that support students’ learning strengths. 
 
• Support students’ participation in full-group discussions by defining partner roles. 

Routines for Reasoning 
Kelemanik, Lucenta, & Creighton, p. 86-87 



Baked-In Supports for ELLs within  
Connecting Representations 

§  Use sentence starters and sentence frames to develop structural language (e.g.,  
chunk, change, connect) and help students communicate structural elements of 
representations. 
 
§  Make use of the Four Rs to provide multiple opportunities to develop and 
refine academic language crucial for describing structural connections among 
representations. 
 
§  Ensure that gestures and annotation support the structural ideas and language 
and thinking that is being communicated verbally. 
 

Routines for Reasoning 
Kelemanik, Lucenta, & Creighton, p. 86-87 



Look for tasks in your curriculum that … 

§  Offer two or more representations (e.g. a visual 
model, diagram, graph, etc.) 

§  Connect representations (e.g. graphs to words, 
visuals to numbers or expressions, etc.) 

§  Cause students to discern structural nuances 

How do I create/find tasks for this?  



Look for tasks that … 
§  Offer 2 or more 

representations 
§  Connect the visuals 

expressions 
§  Cause students to 

discern structural 
nuances 



Look for tasks that … 
§  Offer 2 or more 

representations 
§  Connect the visuals 

expressions 
§  Cause students to 

discern structural 
nuances 



Look for tasks that … 
§  Offer 2 or more 

representations 
§  Connect graphs to 

words  
§  Cause students to 

discern structural 
nuances 



Where can I find more about… 

§  Instructional Routines?  
§  Routines for Reasoning 
§  TEDD.org 
§  Fosteringmathpractices.com 
§  Ready Math and other curricula 

§  Tasks for Connecting Representations 
§  Fosteringmathpractices.com 
§  #ConnectingReps 
§  YOUR OWN CURRICULUM 



www.fosteringmathpractices.com 



Reach Out 
AmyLucenta@gmail.com     GraceKelemanik@gmail.com 

More about Connecting Representations 
and Other Instructional Routines 

Log On 
www.fosteringmathpractices.com 

 
Join the Conversation 
#ConnectingReps #fosteringMPs 

 
Get the Book 
www.heinemann.com 

 


